When the going gets tough, the tough get a librarian.

Instagram Videos on How to Print in the Library

One of the most common questions our student assistants get is how to print in the library. This series of short video tutorials created by student assistant Jennifer Aquino takes you through each step.

See more on the Library's Instagram account!

HOW TO PURCHASE A PRINT/COPY CARD

Cañada College Library on Instagram: “Don't know how to get a print card? This is a basic process as to how to get one. The same process is for the learning center too!…”

“Don't know how to get a print card? This is a basic process as to how to get one. The same process is for the learning center too! #cañadalibrary #Derp #Cañada”

HOW TO ADD MONEY ONTO YOUR PRINT CARD

Cañada College Library on Instagram: “How to put money on your print card! #Cañada #cañadalibrary #cañadacommunitycollege #Derp #Cañada”

“How to put money on your print card! #Cañada #cañadalibrary #cañadacommunitycollege #Derp #Cañada”

HOW TO PRINT
Cañada College Library on Instagram: “Here's a tutorial on how to print from the library's printer. The same idea also applies to the learning center. #Cañada #library…”

“Here's a tutorial on how to print from the library's printer. The same idea also applies to the learning center. #Cañada #library #cañadalibrary #print…”

Library Suggestion Board

Created by librarian Lauren Poelvoorde, share your thoughts or requests on our new suggestion board located by the group study rooms.
Make an appointment for research or citation help!

Need help with your works cited or research paper? Make an appointment with one of our librarians. If you have any questions, please email Valeria Estrada at estradav@smccd.edu or Diana Tedone at tedoned@smccd.edu.

EasyBib and MLA Website Citation Workshops

WHEN
Thursday, March 19th, 6-6:30pm

WHERE
Cañada College Library, BLD 9, Floor 3. Library Classroom

MORE INFORMATION
Works Cited got you worked up? Come to this short workshop on using Easybib to create MLA citations and learn how to make citing sources and avoiding plagiarism easy!

Drop-ins OK, No RSVP necessary.
For an appointment, please fill out the following:

Name *

First  Last

Email *

Phone Number

Describe your research topic in as much detail as possible: *

What course is this assignment for and when is it due?

What have you done so far?
Do you need citation (MLA, APA, Chicago) help?
- Yes
- No

When would you like to schedule your appointment?

First Choice Date
- MM
- DD
- YYYY

First Choice Time
- HH
- MM
- SS
- AM
- AM/PM

Second Choice Date
- MM
- DD
- YYYY

Second Choice Time
- HH
- MM
- SS
- AM
- AM/PM

Library Bookmobile, circ. 1970s
Did you know that the library used to have a bookmobile? It’s true! Check out more historical photos of Cañada College at the [CSM Historical Photo Archive](#).
Women's History Month

March is Woman's History Month! The Cañada College Library invites you to come visit our display to commemorate women who have made an impact in our world. Created by Library Support Specialist, Carlos Luna. Browse our books and marvel at all women have done to make a difference.